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EnglishSpace: free, online, collaborative
EnglishSpace is an innovative new way of learning English on the Internet.
By promoting radically new collaborative learning strategies, EnglishSpace
develops a global community of learners and creates dynamic opportunities for the acquisition of communicative language skills.

Content
EnglishSpace contains over sixty hours of
quality lesson materials for student and teachers
of English as a Second, Additional or Foreign
Language (ESL, EAL, EFL). Suitable for
learners at a wide range of ability levels, the
course materials within EnglishSpace reflect the
needs of young language learners both in the
UK and abroad.

Interaction
EnglishSpace is a highly interactive educational
resource which motivates students to discover
and learn for themselves. Within EnglishSpace,
sound, graphics and animations combine to
guide learners through an interactive
environment unique to the Internet.

Community
EnglishSpace builds a virtual community of
learners and teachers studying together to
enhance English language skills. Each
EnglishSpace member has a personal
homepage, a secure messaging system and
access to conferencing facilities.

and interactive lessons for English language learners
Vivid and dynamic ... EnglishSpace strengthens reading comprehension and critical thinking skills - Randy Hayman, ESL
Professor, USA
An invaluable tool in English language teaching - Shirley
Williams, Department Head, UK

Collaboration
EnglishSpace uses the Internet to connect
learners to other students and teachers
worldwide. This simple but stunningly new
development in language education enables
global communication via task-focussed collaboration between groups of students and teachers.

Design
Colourful, 3D graphics and dynamic illustrations
are designed to have maximum impact on a
teenage audience. Simple to navigate and fun to
use, EnglishSpace has an elegant interface
design which has won praise from teachers and
students alike.

Join EnglishSpace today and explore
a new dimension in learning!
www.englishspace.ort.org
For more information about EnglishSpace please contact Alexander Frewin,
EnglishSpace Course Manager, World ORT, 126 Albert St., London NW1 7NE
or send your questions to englishspace@ort.org

